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Abstract. Objective: Promote further utilization of information technology in quality control of the electronic medical record and provide forceful technological supports for medical quality control. Method: research existing problems in quality control of electronic medical record at present, put forward that the information technology should be used sufficiently, integration with other systems should be completed, quality control rules should be built and quality control time should be set and finally point out the key construction element of information technology to provide supports. Result: the article points out that further utilization of information technology in quality control of EMR should start from the standard, structuralized and paperless electronic medical record, construction of the communication platform and application of high technology. Conclusion: it is of great significance to promote improvement of quality control level of the electronic medical record and improve continuously medical quality.

1 Introduction

Along with gradually further reform of the health care system, competition in medical market becomes fiercer and fiercer. Among that, medical quality and technology level are the core of the medical market competition. Meanwhile, along with the further development of hospital informatization centering on electronic medical record, the health care industry depends more and more on informatization. The medical quality can be monitored in real time with information technology. It is the important means to improve continuously the medical quality and provide forceful technology guarantee for strengthening monitoring. The application level of information technology directly impacts the medical quality control level of hospitals.

The Basic Norms of Electronic medical record (Trial Implementation) printed and issued by The Ministry of Health also points out that: the electronic medical record system should provide technological support for quality monitoring of medical history, health care service information, data statistic analysis and medical insurance premium audit, take advantages of the system to build medical quality assessment system, improve work efficiency, guarantee medical quality, regularize diagnosis and treatment behavior and improve management level of hospitals. Therefore, it is the essential requirements of realizing intelligence and informatization of medical quality monitoring to build the quality management system of the electronic medical record centering on pre-event reminding, post-event quality control and in-event management.

2 Technology adopted at present by quality control of the electronic medical record

The traditional method of spot check of medical history cannot cover all the medical history, the time is difficult to be grasped accurately, the efficiency is lower and it is hard to improve the quality of medical history. Presently, most hospitals have started to use the electronic medical record and carry out quality control on problems existing in the medical history in an all-round way by adopting the quality control function of the system.

Quality control of the medical history mainly includes three aspects of pre-event reminding, in-event management and post-event quality control. Presently, post-event quality control is adopted by most hospitals, which targets at checking the medical history filed to check the completeness of the writing form of the medical history. When problems are found, the doctor will be informed to modify, however, the patient has left the hospital and it’s hard for the doctor to remember the specific condition of the patient, so it will be difficult to guarantee the authenticity and accuracy of the medical history modified, which needs unlocking beforehand. Moreover, because of the limited knowledge of the medical history manager, the manager cannot grasp professional knowledge in each field accurately and it’s hard for the manager to find the underlying problems hidden in the medical history. Therefore, hospitals should strive to control the medical quality strictly from the
source, change the mode centering on post-event quality control, control the quality of the medical history strictly, find problems, remind the doctor timely, solve problems timely, replace the post-event management with pre-event control and guarantee to accomplish the medical history timely with certain quality.

3 Issues should be paid attention to in construction of the electronic medical record quality control system

3.1. Integration of the electronic medical record with other systems

The electronic medical record system should be integrated with the HIS, PACS, LIS, ECG and operative anesthesia system seamlessly to realize interaction and share of information and avoid occurrence of information isolated island. For example, the hospital can acquire the critical value situation of K, Ca, Na and Cr via the interface with LIS so that the patient can be treated timely in the critical time and saved to a maximum extent. Some hospitals have built data interaction platform and acquire data needed from all sorts of systems [1-3]. This kind of transmission via interchange of XML has great superiority. However, this XML language can only provide syntax norms and cannot realize standardization of syntactic structure and semantics. The use of HL7 CDA can well realize semantic description of clinical documents of electronic medical record.

It can be seen from the present situation that information systems in most hospitals lack unified and normative interface standard, don’t conform to the HL7 standard basically and the standard is not unified, which impact the medical quality control of hospitals and bring difficulties for the development of regional medical informatization.

3.2 Construction of quality control rules.

In the quality control system, the hospital should build quality control points, build various quality control rules and carry out intelligent judgment on quality control rules. Taking the time-bound control of medical history writing for an example, time-bound control is an important means to improve the medical history quality. The electronic medical record can record the creator, the creation time and component names of the template automatically backstage, save all modification trace in the past and mark accurate modification time and information of the person who modifies the medical history. The times are all read-only and the medical workers cannot modify the time. Even though the doctor records an earlier time in the medical history, the quality control is subjected to the backstage record so that the accuracy of quality control can be guaranteed. In addition, the quality control system will check the completeness of the template contents, for example, the resident admission record should include the history of the present illness and the history of the past illness. In the main complaints, there must be the position, symptom and time of duration. The check is subjected to successful save in the database, so the doctor should develop the habit of saving the template timely.

To acquire relevant information in the electronic medical record via the quality control rules, such as node elements of the position and the symptom in the complaint, the whole structure of these node elements must be disposed. The system will carry out statistic analysis on the standard and structural extracted elements in the value range to provide forceful data support for scientific research and management of medical science.

3.3 Confirmation of the quality control time.

After the confirmation of quality control rules, the following important work is to confirm the quality control time. Taking the confirmation of the time for quality control with time limit for an example, the resident admission record should be accomplished within 24 hours after the patient is admitted to the hospital, which needs to accurately confirm the beginning and stop time of quality control. In the information system of hospitals, there are three choices of hospital admission time, namely the time when the doctor fills in the electronic hospital admission receipt in the outpatient service department, the time when the patient handles hospital admission procedures in the HIS hospital admission office and the time when the doctor gives the first doctor’s advice in the resident physician department. Under this situation, it should be taken into consideration that it needs some time for the patient to arrive at the ward to receive treatment of the doctor. Therefore, it is more appropriate to take the time when the doctor gives the first doctor’s advice as the hospital admission time.

For quality control with time limit of the medical history, if problem happens, the doctor will be reminded in the form of message and SMS. If the time is forced to be controlled, it will definitely bring unnecessary burden for the doctor. Therefore, it is also an important issue to strengthen communication among the quality control section, medical history room and medical workers.

3.4 Sufficient use of information technology.

In the information system of hospitals centering on the electronic medical record, the information technology should be used sufficiently, for example, the doctor can identify the stupid mistake such as that a male has a menstrual history by virtue of the automatic grading function in the system. To avoid similar medical history and guarantee the quality, technology means should be used to restrict the copy and paste functions, including shortcut keys of CTRL+C and CTRL+V. Same information of one patient can be copied; the copied contents should be checked and information of different patients should not be copied. Outer contents should not be copied to the electronic system and personalized modes should not be introduced. It must be realized that the information technology is not omnipotent. Hospitals should complete the management system; formulate
corresponding rewards and punishment measures depending on the problems existing in the quality control system to improve the enthusiasm of medical workers in writing the medical history.

Hospitals should carry out pre-event monitoring to the greatest extent via informationized means, for example, the surgery grading management can be carried out for doctors and corresponding rights and limits can be set up as per the professional title and the operational qualification of doctors. Hospitals can set up the usage rights of antibiotics in the system as per the qualification and training situation of doctor to make doctors operate within the rights and limits, reduce medical risks and guarantee medical quality.

The electronic medical record quality control system should collect system data in real time and operations such as saving, modification and deleting of data base should be carried out in real time when the doctor writing a medical history. Therefore, it has a high requirement for the server performance, the quality control server should be set up alone and it is more appropriate to choose a high-grade server.

#### 4 The information technology provides key supporting construction elements for quality control of electronic medical record

4.1. Standardization and structuring of electronic medical record system.

The Standardization and structuring of electronic medical record data are critical to realize quality control of electronic medical record. It can be seen from the construction situation of electronic medical record in China that unified data standard has not realized truly. Although many manufacturers claim that their own system is standardized and structured electronic medical record, few of electronic medical record can conform to the Basic Architecture and Data Standard of Electronic medical record, Basic Template Data Set Standard of Electronic medical record Clinic Document, Data Array and Data Element of Electronic medical record Clinic Document and other information data standards or adopt HL7 message standard and CDA [4]. The Implementation Rules for Review Standards of Three-level General Hospitals (2011 Version) of the Ministry of Health explicitly regulates that clinic document presentation should be standardized and CDA is supported. Data standards of electronic medical record include four contents: the data structure of electronic medical record, clinical document information template of electronic medical record, data array and data element standard of clinic documents of electronic medical record and basic template and data set standard of clinic documents of electronic medical record. International and domestic standards with generally mature application should be adopted to practice to the greatest extent. Taking the international classification of diseases code ICD10 for an example, the birth place should not be a text to make doctors input arbitrarily, and a standard national code table of provinces and cities should be provided for the medical workers to conduct standard choice.

For the quality control of medical history, the structural data entry problem should be solved and the structural medical history editor should be adopted to solve the structural data collection problem of medical history writing [5-8]. To guarantee the accuracy of the data collection source, the value range of date elements should also be standardized so that required value range information can be abstracted from the data elements. Presently, the medical history quality control system in some hospitals can abstract relevant structural elements, but these structural elements cannot completely conform to the standard of the Ministry of Health. Along with the continuous improvement of knowledge of the medical science and each social field, the value range of data elements should be updated synchronously to adapt to the continuous improvement of the society.

Along with the coming of the big data times, to efficiently take advantage of the massive amounts of clinic data information, standardized and structural electronic medical record should be realized objectively to exert the use value of medical record to a maximum extent and provide important data supports for clinic scientific research, teaching and management.

The first page of the medical history is the essence, the accuracy and completeness of which must be guaranteed via information technology. Phenomena such as lacunas, omission and incomplete record should be controlled via the information technology and the key quality control points such as the main diagnosis, metastasis and progression, physician’s signature, conformity of diagnosis must be filled in. Verification should be carried out as per validation rules, for example, the time of leaving the hospital should not be earlier than the hospital admission time, the time of successful salvage should not be more than the time of salvage and if surgery information has been filled in, the surgery type should be filled in as well.

4.2. Paperless electronic medical record.

To realize automatic and intelligent quality control of electronic medical record, the paperless electronic medical record must be realized firstly, because the quality control system cannot carry out efficient quality control on the paper medical history. Presently, most hospitals in China have adopted the electronic medical record system, but basically they filled in and print the electronic medical record, sign with hand and file the paper medical history in the medical history room, which is a condition that the paper medical history coexists with the electronic medical record and the true paperless electronic medical record has not been realized. If the system has a function defect or the medical workers print the medical history without timely saving the medical history, system data losses will be caused. Medical history quality control under this condition will definitely be impacted significantly. To realize the paperless electronic medical record, it is critical to apply the
4.3. Construction of the communication platform.

It is of significance to build the information communication platform among quality control managers and medical workers in the system to feed back the quality control result to the corresponding doctor timely, for example, the first time of course of disease should not be more than eight hours and the remaining time should be sent in the system to remind the doctor. If the doctor is only informed in the form of a message window, it will work only when the medical worker log in the electronic medical record and the form is monotonous, so the doctor is informed by the message while being informed in the form of a message window to remind the medical worker to finish the writing of the medical history. For special quality control, for example, the emergent consultation requires that the consultant should arrive at the site within ten minutes after the application of consultation is sent out. It is insufficient only with messages and news, so the telephone needs to be used to send the emergent notice.

Construct the medical history quality control tracking system and trace each problem existing in quality control. When the doctor has written the medical history or modified some problem, the problem will be showed as having been solved in the tracking system. The outstanding problems should be marked with red, which can remind the medical worker again and provide effective evidence when impose implement penalty and punishment on the quality control personnel.

4.4. Application of high and new technology.

Application of high and new technology such as the internet of Things, artificial intelligence and information mobile technology in electronic medical record can effectively improve the quality control level of the medical history, for example, the mobile workstation is effectively improve the quality control level of the mobile technology in electronic medical record can be sent in the system to remind the doctor. If the doctor is more than eight hours and the remaining time should be solved in the system to improve the control quality of electronic medical record, decrease of hidden danger of medical treatment, improvement of medical history quality, realization of refined management of hospitals, etc. However, the information technology is not omnipotent. People say that it depends on 30% technology and 70% management. Only they integrate closely can hospitals continuously improve the medical quality and promote continuous improvement of management level.

5 Conclusions

Information technology plays an irreplaceable role in quality control of electronic medical record, decrease of...